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No. 6381

IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

For the Ninth Circuit

Bankers Utilities Company, Inc. (a cor-

poration) and Butler F. Greer,

Appellants,

vs.

Pacific National Bank (a National Bank-

ing Association), National Bank Supply

Company, Inc. (a corporation), and

David H. Zell, Inc. (a corporation),

Appellees.

BRIEF FOR APPELLANTS

On Appeal From an Order Denying a Motion for Injunction for

Infringement of Patent No. 1,460,716 for a Book Form

Savings Bank Having a Detachable Cover.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This is an appeal from an order denying an injmic-

tion made and entered by the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California, South-

ern Division, based on a notice of motion of plain-

tiffs-appellants for a prelimmary injmiction holding

a modified device designated as the
'

' Spot-welded

Ambassador Bank" non-infringing and refusing to



issue an injunction against the defendant/intervenors-

appellees from making, using, and selling book banks

coming within the scope of Claim 6 of the Greei

Patent No. 1,460,716.

This is the fourth time that this case has been

before this Circuit Court of Appeals.

The original suit was brought January 13, 1926, by

Butler P. Greer, the patentee, and his licensee. Bank-

ers Utility Company, Inc., a corporation of San Fran-

cisco, California, engaged in the manufacture and sale

of the device patented in and by the patent in suit.

The defendant. Pacific National Bank, a National

Banking Association, against whom said suit was

brought, is a National Banking Association engaged

in the business of bankmg within the City and County

of San Francisco, California. The particular act of

infringement on its part complained of in the bill was

the using and selling by defendant within the City

and County of San Francisco of book-form savings

banks covered by letters patent No. 1,460,716, granted

to Butler F. Greer.

The National Bank Supply Co., Inc., a New York
corporation, with its principal place of business at 60

Spring Street, New York City, filed an answer to the

complaint, as intervenor, and assumed the primary

defense of the suit, and it was stipulated that the

infringing device came from the defendant Pacific

National Bank, who delivered it to Harriet G. Brown
on the 27th day of December, 1925, and that the

Pacific National Bank purchased it from the inter-

venor, National Bank Supply Company, Inc., of New
York City.



The trial (Joui't found tJiat the X)atent in suit, and

particularly claims 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 sued ui>on, were

void on the ground that the subject matter thereof

was not novel, was not patentable combination but

aggregation merely, and that the production of such

subject matter by the patentee did not- amount to

invention, in view of the i:)rior art.

From the ruling of the District Court plaintiffs and

appellants appealed to this Court who reversed the

lower Court on March 28, 1927, Case No. 4981, Bankers

Utilities Co. v. Pacific National Bank, 18 Fed. (2d) 16.

A petition for a rehearing was filed l)y appellee?

and said rehearing was denied.

After the rehearing was denied a petition for writ

of certiorari was taken to the Supreme Court of the

United States, which petition was denied by the Su-

preme Court on October 10, 1927. (72 L. Ed. 409.)

After the denial of the petition for writ of certi-

orari by the Supreme Court of the United States, this

Court sent down its mandate to the District Court,

which mandate was filed and entered October 18, 1927.

On October 25, 1927, Judge Kerrigan signed the

interlocutory decree prohibiting defendants-appellees

from makmg, using or selling book form savings

banks embodying Claim 6 of the Greer patent, and

appointing a Special Master to take an aceomiting.

The defendants-appellees durmg November, 1927,

presented a petition for modification of the mandate,

which petition was heard and denied by this Court on

November 21, 1927, Bankers Utilities Company, Inc.

V. Pacific National Bank, 22 Fed. (2d) 680.



On July 18, 1928 defendants/intervenors-appellees

filed a "Motion for Order Defining the Scope of In-

junction" in the District Court, and Judge Kerrigan

ruled that the ''Ambassador Bank" did not infringe

plaintiffs-appellants patent.

From the ruling of the District Court plaintiffs-

appellants appealed to this Court who reversed the

lower Court on April 15, 1929, case No. 5651, Bankers

Utilities Company v. Pacific National Bank, 32 Fed.

(2d) 105, and ruled that the "Ambassador Bank"

was an infringement of plaintiffs-appellants patent.

Accordingly, the District Court ordered an accoimt-

ing to be taken on the "Ambassador Bank" which

accounting was begun before Special Master, J. E.

Trabucco in New York City, New York on January

29, 1930 and ended in San Francisco, California on

June 11, 1930. Durmg the course of the accomiting

3,229 pages of testimony Avere taken, about one-half of

which testimony was devoted to the infringement of

the "Spot-welded Ambassador Bank" and after tak-

ing testimony on the question of infringement during

the accounting the Special Master ruled (on July 31,

1930) that the "Spot-welded Ambassador Bank" was

an infringement of plaintiffs-appellants patent. (Tr.

15-26.)

Accordingly, after the Special Master had ruled

that the "Spot-welded Ambassador Bank" was an

infringement of Claim 6 of the Greer Patent No.

1,460,716, an application was made by plaintiffs-appel-

lants to the District Court for a preliminary injimc-

tion restraining defendants/intervenors-appellees from

making, using, or selling said "Spot-welded Ambassa-



dor Bank" which motion for injunction was denied
by Judge Ken-igan on December 8, 1930.

It is from this ruling of the District Court Iiohling
that the ''Spot-welded Ambassador Bank" did not
infringe Claim 6 of the Greer Patent No. 1,460,716
and its refusal to issue a temporary injunction that
this appeal is taken.

PLAINTIFFS' ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR; POINTS AND
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT THEREOF.

I.

THE LOWER COURT IMPROPERLY CONSTRUED THE DECI-
SION OF THIS COURT (Reported in 18 Fed. (2d) 16. and 32
Fed. (2d) 105) BY HOLDING THAT THE MODIFIED STRUC-
TURE DESIGNATED AS "AMBASSADOR SPOT-WELDED
BANK" MANUFACTURED BY DAVID H. ZELL, INC., DID
NOT INFRINGE CLAIM 6 OF GREER PATENT NO. 1,460,716:

(a) Assignments of Error 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

These assigmnents of error all deal primarily with
the question of the District Court overruling the Spe-
cial Master's report which held that the ''Ambassador
Spot-welded Bank" was an infringement of Clann 6
of the Greer patent, and secondarily with the question
of non-infringement.

The motion for preliminary injunction \\as made
subsequent to the ruling of the Special Master that
the ''Ambassador Spot-welded Bank'' infrmged Claim
6 of the Greer patent. At the same tune defend-
ants/intervenors-appellees took exception to the Mas-
ter's report on the question of infringement and as
the same issues were involved on the "Exceptions to
the Master's Report on Infringement" and "Motion



for an Injunction to Enjoin the Making, Using and

Selling of 'Ambassador Spot-welded Bank' " it was

stipulated between the parties that the Master's report

should be considered part of the motion for prelimi-

nary injunction. (Tr. 64 and 65.)

The Master's report on the ''Ambassador Spot-

welded Bank" is foimd at transcript 15-16 inclusive.

There were over 1500 pages of testimony taken

before the Master and many practical demonstrations

viewed by him in order to demonstrate whether or not

the envelope cover could be detached from the case

and the case used again in conformance wdth the

spirit and letter of Claim 6 of the Greer patent and

the Master after having viewed these various demon-

strations involving many hours of practical observa-

tion, came to the conclusion that the envelope cover

could be detached from, and a new cover attached

to, the case of an "Ambassador Spot-welded Bank"

and that the means of attaching was only an evasion

and that the said "Spot-welded Bank" was an in-

fringement of the Greer patent.

On the exceptions to the Master's report the Dis-

trict Court could not possibly have reviewed the 1500

pages of testimony; did not have an opportmiity to

see the witnesses; did not have an opportimity to see

the practical demonstrations, and therefore in sustain-

ing the exceptions to the Master's report could only

have rendered a contrary decision from a cursory

examination of the exhibit and drawing imfoimded

conclusions from the exceptions and from the Master's

report itself.



While it is true as was said in KimheMy v. Arms,

129 U. S. 512, 523:

''The report of a Master is merely advisory to

the Court which it may accept and act upon in

whole or in part according to its own judgment
as to the weight of the evidence. Yet in dealing

with exceptions to such report the conclusions of
the Master depending upon the tveic/liiyig of con-

flicting testimony have every reasonable presump-
tion in their favor and are not to he set aside or

modified unless there clearly appears to have

been an error or mistake on his part/^

Tilghman v. Proctor, 125 U. S. 136 at 149.

The case of Davis v. Schtuartz, 155 U. S. 631-636,

lays down the rule, which we think has particular

applicability in this case, said rule being as follows:

"So far as it depends upon coniiicting testi-

mony or upon the credibility of witnesses or so

far as there is any testimony consistent with the

finding it (the Master's report) must be treated

as unassailable."

In the case of /. T. S. Rubber Co. v. Teepee Rubber

Co., 295 Fed. at page 484, the Court said

:

''AVhile such detennination is not conclusive it

is very persuasive and this is especially so where

the evidence is taken orally before a Master and

he has had an opportunity of personal contact

with the witnesses."

In the case of Bndd v. Wilson Body Co., 21 Fed.

(2d) 803, that Court held that the question of in-

fringement is in a certain sense issues of fact, but

said that milcss extrmsic evidence was needed to
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explain certain conditions that a Master's findings

do not carry any great weight. However, m this case

the observation by the Master of the witnesses; the

necessity of having viewed the practical demonstra-

tions made by the witnesses, and the importance of

having actually viewed said demonstrations produce

a situation ^hich does give the Master's report extrw-

ordinary value and makes it almost impossible for a

District Court not having this opportunity to over-

come the rule of law set forth in the above case of

Davis V. Schtvartz, 155 U. S. 636, and we believe that

in this instance on the question of infringement that

this Master's report should have been ''treated as

unassailable."

(b) Assignments of Error 6, 7, and 8.

These assigmnents of error deal primarily with the

question of infringement and it is our contention that

the ''Ambassador Spot-welded Bank" infringes Claim

6 of the Greer patent and that the apparent modified

structure is only an attempted evasion of both the

letter and spirit of the Greer patent and also of the

decisions of this Court and particularly the decision

reported in the case of Bankers Utilities Co. v. Pacific

National Bank, 32 Fed. (2d) 105.

Upon an examination of the "Ambassador Spot-

welded Bank" the following queries present them-

selves :

Does the change of Zell by dispensing with the slots

in the lid of the case and attaching the lugs to the lid

of the case amount to a new invention?

Has it introduced a new mode of operation?
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This Court Jms already held that the invention is

not basic, therefore, the Greer patent is only for a
specific or particular combination, and it is a well
known fact that such claims are restricted in their
purview; but such claims, if new and productive of a
new collective mode of operation, are nevertheless
entitled to include in their purview, equivalents for
the various devices required by their language.

His honor. Judge Dietrich, in the first case before
this Court on appeal. Bankers Utilities Co. v. Pacific
National BanU, 18 Fed. (2d) at page 17, said:

''The novelty contended for consists in so com-
bining these elements that an (a) envelope cover,
simulating the binding of a book and complete in
itself, may be readily applied to and without in-

jury detached from a (b) complete case."

The literal scope of the patent is defined in Claim 6
which claim is composed of three elements, i. e., (1) a

case, (2) an envelope covering, and (3) stiffening

boards.

These three elements are qualified or lunited by
certain phrases.

Element (1) is qualified by

a. Foraied with slots in the sides thereof.

Element (2) is qualified by

a. Simulating the binding of a book.

Element (3) has one qualification and two sub-

limitations.

a. Tongues stamped from the body of each
board.
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1. Adapted to extend through said slots, and

2. Bent over on the hiside of said case to

detachably secure the covering thereto.

With those three elements and their limitations as

a guide we have prepared the following charts of Mr.

Greer's and Mr. Zell's "Ambassador Bank" which

was held to be an infringement of the Greer bank in

32 Fed. (2d) 105, and also Mr. Zell's ''Ambassador

Spot-welded Bank/' which was held to be an infringe-

ment by the Master and which ruling was set aside

by the District Court.
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Chart I, Mr. Greer's Bank.

(See Photographs, Appendix A.)

Chart of

Claim 6

of

Greer Patent
is

A book form savings

bank comprising

05

"5

®

xn

S3

C

ELEMENT #1
A case 1

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

5

(a) Formed with slots in the sides thereof

ELEMENT #2
An Envelope Covering

(a) Simulating the binding of a book

ELEMENT #3
Stiffening Boards

(a) Tongues stamped from the body of each
board, and
(1) Adapted to extend through said slots,

and
(2) Be bent over on the inside of said case

to detachably secure the covering thereto

Total Elements

Total Limitations
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Chaxt II, Mr. Zell's Bank.

(See Photographs, Appendix B.)

Chart of

Zell's ''Ambassador"
Bank

is

A book form savings

bank comprising

Vi

ID

CO

o
• l-H

's

ELEMENT #1
A case 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(a) Formed with slots on the edges of the toil of

the case

ELEMENT #2
An Envelope Covering

(a) Simulating the binding of a book

ELEMENT #3
Stiffening Boards

(a) Tongues stamped from the body of each

board, and
(1) Adapted to extend through said slots

in the top of the case, and
Added by i (2) Adapted to extend through said slots

Zell
\ in the gilt edge plate, and
(3) Said tongues and gilt edge plate to be

bent over on the inside of the top and
bottom of said case to detachably secure

the covering thereto

Total Elements

Total Limitations

3

6
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Chart ni, Mr. Zell's Bank.

(See Photogiaphs, Appendix C.)

Chart, of

Zell's "Ambassador
SPOT-WELDED Bank'

is

A book form savings

bank comprising

ELEMENT #1
A case

ELEMENT #2
An Envelope Covering

(a) Simulating the binding of a book

ELEMENT #3
Stiffening Boards

(a) Tongues stamped from the body of each

^, ,
board, and

ZellonSpot- \\^) Adapted to be attached by spot-welding
welded Bank ) to the top of the case, and

(2) Adapted to extend through said slots in

the gilt edge plate, and
(3) Said gilt edge plate to be bent over on

the inside of the bottom of said case

and said tongues to be spot-welded to

the lid of the case to detachably secure
the covering thereto, and

(4) Said stiffening board to be spot-welded
to the bottom of said case

o
a 4^
a> e3

•*->

^ B
w J

Total Elements .

Total Limitations
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The limits of Greer's Claim 6 are therefore defined

by this Court to consist of (p. 18 of opinion) :

1. Three elements, with

2. Five qualifications or limitations.

Therefore by mathematical comparison of each ele-

ment and each limiting phrase we have three (3)

^elements in both Creer's and Zell's book banks, also

five (5) qualifications or lunitations in Greer's book

bank, and six (6) qualifications or limitations in Zell's

book bank.

The only difference between Greer's bank and Zell's

''Ambassador Bank" was the adding by Zell of one

more qualification or limitation in the minor changing

of the position of the slots in the top of the case and

also by leaving the slots out of the bottom of the case

and changing their position to the bottom of the gilt

edgeplate.

The original ''Ambassador Bank" made b}^ Zell

to avoid infringement and which was held to infringe

by this Court in 32 Fed. (2d) 105 consisted of

:

1. Taking the gilt edgeplate of Greer and
widening the bottom flange thereof and putting

slots therein instead of leaving the slots in the

bottom of the case, and

2. Adapting the tongues extending from the

body of each stiffening board to

(a) Extend through said slots in the lid of

the case {only changing position of slots), and

(b) Extend through said slots (only chang-

ing position of slots) in the bottom flange of the

gilt edgeplate and then bending the top of the
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silt eclgoplate over on the inside of said case to

detachably secure the covering thereto.

The gilt edgeplate is not an element of either

Greer's or Zell's book bank. The gilt edgeplate has

only aesthetic or ornamental value and is for the pur-

pose of making the book bank to more closely resemble

a book having leaves with gold edges.

The gilt edgeplate is no part of the combination

claimed by Greer, and even when Zell added the gilt

edgeplate as an additional link in the chain of things

necessary to be done to attach an envelope cover to a

case, Zell only took Greer's gilt edgeplate and ex-

tended its bottom flanges and put slots in them; so

Zell therefore, did not even add an}i:hing of an

aesthetic or ornamental value to his book bank which

Greer did not already have.

With the prior existing device, sho\A'n in Greer's

prior patent, would it have been possible for Mr. Zell

to procure a valid patent on his book form savings

bank? We think not, because Zell's combination is

the same as Greer's combmation, i. e., a case, an
envelope covering and stiffening boards.

Supposing, for illustration, that Mr. Zell's book
bank was in existence prior to Mr. Greer's, would it

have been possible for Mr. Greer to have a valid

patent on his book bank? We think not, because Mr.
Zell's book bank contains all of the elements of the

combination of Mr. Greer's, i. e., a case, an envelope-

covering and stiffening boards, and Zell's bank would
have anticipated Greer. Therefore, as a general rule,

that which anticipates general infringes and if one
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can say that the Zell device would have anticipated

Greer's device, as a corollary would not Zell's device

infringe Greer's? We think it does.

Again referring to the novelty of Greer's invention

as sustained by this Court, i. e.,

''an envelope covering, simulating the binding of

a book and complete in itself, readily applied to

and without injury detached from a complete

case." (At p. 17, Bankers Utilities Company v.

Pacific National Bank, 18 Fed. (2d) p. 16, Judge

Dietrich.)

We then have in Zell's book bank practically an-

other ''Chinese Copy" of Greer's bank with only a

clumsy "evasion" to avoid infrmgement. He has not

added or omitted another "element" but has rear-

ranged only some lunitations relative to "slots" and

"tongues" with the hope of avoiding infringement

but still retaining the very spirit and letter of Greer's

invention, i. e., "an envelope covering for a book form

savings bank which envelope covering can be removed

without injury to the case and another envelope cover-

ing put back on the case at a small cost."

By looking at the origmal infringing "Ambassador

Bank" made by Zell, when the envelope covermg is

taken off the case has not been injured and remains

practically indestructible and may be used indefinitely.

If the covering becomes worn or soiled from use or

because of a change of name of the savings institution,

or due to other local conditions, it may become de-

sirable to have an entirely new design, a new cover

may be substituted on Mr. Zell's bank for practically
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the same cost that Mr. Greer can recover his banks.

The only difference is the slight cost of a few cents

for the '\gilt edgeplate" to the envelope covering

necessary to reattach a new cover to the case.

This recovering process is practically the same in

both Zell's and Greer's banks.

On the lid of the case there is no difference in tak-

ing the cover off and putting another one on ; on the

case Zell has added one more unnecessary operation of

bendmg three ''tongues" on the inside of the case

after having bent seven tongues through the slots in

the bottom of the ''gilt edgeplate" instead of having

bent them in the bottom of the "case" itself. The

"gilt edgeplate" then becomes a continuation of the

tongues of the "stiffening boards" and instead of

there being "two" tongues on each end of the bottom

of the cover we now^ have only "one" tongue on each

end; and instead of there being "three" tongues on

the front part of the cover w'e now have only "one"

tongue, thus by interposing another limitation adapt-

ing "tongues" to extend through "slots" he has added

"3 tongues" for fastening purposes. We now have a

peculiar mathematical plurality; if Zell would attach

his cover to the case direct, as he should, he would

have bent over 14 tongues but he endeavors to reduce

the number of tongues being bent over on the inside

of the ease on the bottom thereof by only liending

over "3" tongues; therefore, his "3" tongues are plus

the "14" tongues already extended through 14 slots

and his total tongues necessary to "attach his envelope

coverincr to a case are now '17.' "
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By a coincidence there are ''14 tongues" and ''14

slots" necessary for Greer's envelope cover to be at-

tached to a case, so Zell still retains the same number

of "tongues" and "slots" necessary for attaching and

detaching purposes as Greer, but hopes that by usmg

the "gilt edge" method he will not be held to infringe

Mr. Greer's patent.

Zell has not contributed a new element, or a new

combination over the Greer disclosure.

In both Greer and Zell the covers are attached to

the case by tongues and slots.

In both instances the tongues are formed as in-

tegral parts of the stiffening boards. Anything at-

tached to the stiffening boards becomes a part of the

sti:ffening boards.

In both Greer and Zell it is the stiffening boards

that are attached to the case to detachably hold the

cover in place on the case.

The gilt edgeplate is present in both structures. In

both instances the gilt edgeplate is attached by bend-

ing its upper edges over the upper edges of the case

and "inside the case." (See Claim 6.)

Zell has not added a corporeal element to the struc-

ture. He still has tongues engaging slots in the same

relative location. He still has a gilt edgeplate attached

to the case exactly as in Greer.

A slot is not a corporeal element. It is merely a

modification or qualification of the element in which

it occurs.
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In the Greer conibmation the case is modified by
slots in the bottom of the case.

In Zell the gilt edgeplate (not an element in the
combmation) is modified by slots, for the same set of
tongues on the stiffening boards, as in Greer.
In both structures, Zell and Greer, the yilt ed<jeptate

is atached to the ca,e in exactly the same mannerIn both, the tongues and slots attach the stilfeuing
boards to the case.

Zell has taken the same number of tongues iji thesame location to accomplish the same function or pur-
pose, to detaohably attach the cover to the case in
the same manner, to-wit, clinching through slots

'

Zell has taken the saine incorporeal slots of Greerand used them to modify the qualification of a Greer
element, not in the combination

The difference between the ummate structui-es of
Zell and Greei- is nil, since the inventive combination
IS not modified.

.o?"/"'"!!
'^'^''''"' ^ -««embli:ig the parts nar-ows down the time in the assembling operation whenhe non-eombmation gilt edgeplate becomes pait of

T116 C3,S6.

The Greer patent in suit is not a method or processpaten
,
there is no limitation therein as to the chrono-

logical order in which he combines his elements.

Ultimately, in both Greer and Zell, the gilt edc^e
Pkte is attaciied to the case by folding the top ed.^of the gilt edgeplate over the top edges of the cas'eboth forms of gilt edgeplates also have flanges extend

'

mg under the bottom of the ease.
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Both gilt edgeplates are alike, and both are at-

tached to the case in exactly the same manner, in the

same location, for the same purpose.

The question is further narrowed down to an in-

corporeal modification, to-wit, the slots; and the non-

essential element of time of attaching the gilt edge-

plate to the case.

The differences between the structures of Greer

and Zell being incorporeal and non-essential, infringe-

ment is obvious.

The attempt made by Zell in his ''Spot-welded Am-

bassador Bank" to avoid infringement therefore con-

sists only of:

1. Eliminating the slots on the lid of the case.

2. Spot-wielding the lugs on the lid of the case

instead of bending the lugs over the lid of the

case.

3. Alleged spot-welding the stiffening board to

the bottom of the case.

In all other respects the "Spot-welded Ambassador

Bank" is exactly the same as the "Ambassador

Bank." There have been no other changes at all and

he now attempts to avoid infringement simply by

changing the "means of attaching." That is to say, on

the lid of the bank he now puts a flimsy spot-weld

which partially fuses the tongue to the lid of the case

and also puts an unnecessary means of attaching, to-

wit, a "camouflage spot-weld" to additionally attach

the stiffening board to the bottom of the case which

attachment is entirely unnecessary and superfluous be-

cause the stiffening board has already been attached
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o the g.lt edgeplate by the means of tongues inserted
through slots. He has not added to or droppc.l an
ele^nent He is only attempting to change a iiuiitation
which change is an unnecessary one and is only made
lor evasive purposes in an attempt to avoid inVrin^e-
ment. In the case of Solomson & Co. v. Breiden re-
ported in 136 Fed. 187, that (^ourt decided that a
change made by defendant in an -attaching means-
does not avoid infringement where tlie principle of
the mvention is appropriated.

Thus, m this case, Mr. Zell appropriates every ele-
ment of the Greer patent. He also appropriates the
prmciple m both the means and \he, result and his
attempted means of attaching is only evasion.

The Supreme Court in the case of Union PaperBag Co. v. Murph^^ 97 U. S. 120, 24 L. Ed. 935, states
the rule applicable to this case, wherein, quoting from
Curtis on Patents, it said:

^^Authorities concur that the substantial equiva-
lent of a thmg in the sense of the v^teni law is
the same as the thing itself; so that if two devices
do the same thing in substantially the same way
and accomplish substantially the same results'
they are the same even though thev differ in
name, form or shape."

In the case of Butler v. Burcli Ploir Co 9th Cir
cuit, 23 Fed. (2d) 15, his honor, Judge Rudkin, on
page 27, said:

''We think the inventions of these patents are
incorporated in the appellant^s and appellee^s
machines, as they are now constructed. Wliile in
the Butler machine the appellants do not use pre-
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cisely all of the parts of the Burch machine, they

do use mechanical equivalents for the absent

parts, and the result is substantially the same.

Unquestionably there is some difference in the

structure of the machines, but we think there is no

difference in principle. We look more to the sub-

stance of things than their forms.

Where a combination patent marks a distinct

advance in the art to which it relates, as does the

appellant's invention here, the term 'mechanical

equivalent' should have a reasonably broad and

generous interpretation, and protection against

the use of mechanical equivalents in a combina-

tion patent is governed by the same rules as pat-

ents for other inventions. Imhaeuser v. Buerk,

101 F. S. 647, 25 L. Ed. 945. * * *

Defendants therefore cannot escape infringe-

ment hy adding to or taking from the patented

device hy changing its form or even hy making

it somewhat more or less efficient, while they re-

tain its principle and mode of operation and at-

tain its restiH hy the use of the same or equivalent

mechanical means. Lourie v. Lenhart, 130 F. 122,

64 C. C. A. 456; etc. By varying the encircling

means, hut producing the same results in suh-

stantially the sams manner, there is infringement.

Both physical and mechanical encircling, with

centering, are foimd in defendants' machine.

Union Paper Bag Machine Co. v. Murphy, 97 U.

S. 120, 24 L. Ed. 935; etc."

In the recent case of Sanitary Refrigerator Co. v.

Winters, 280 U. S. 30, 74 L. Ed. 147, Mr. Justice San-

ford, speaking for the U. S. Supreme Court at page

156 lays down the following rules

:

1
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''There is a substantial identity, constitiitinc^ in-

fringement, where a device is a copy of the thing
described by the patentee, 'either without varia-

tion, or witli such variations as are consistent

with its being in substance the same thing.' Burr
V. Duryee, 1 Wall. 531, 573, 17 L. Ed. 650, 658,

except where form is of the essence of the inven-

tion, it has little w^eight in the decision of such an
issue; and, generally speaking, one device is an
infringement of another, 'if it performs suhstan-

tially the same function in snhsfavtially the same
wmj to obtain the same result * * * Authorities

concur that the substantial equivalent of a thing,

in the sense of the patent law, is the same as the

thing itself; so that if two devices do the same
work in substantially the same way, and accom-
plish substantially the same result, they are the

same, even though they differ in name, fonn or

shape.' Union Paper-Bag Machine Co. v. Mur-
phy, 97 IT. S. 120, 125, 24 L. Ed. 935, 936. And
see Elizabeth v. American Nicholson Pavement
Co., 97 IT. S. 126, 137, 24 L. Ed. 1000, 1005. That
mere colorahle departures from the patented de-

vice do not avoid, infrinqement, see McComiick v.

Talcott, 20 How. 402, 405, 15 L. Ed. 930, 931. .-1

close copy which seeks to use tire substance of the

invention, and, although showing some change in.

form and position, uses snhstantially the same
devices, performing precisely the same offices with

no change in principle, constitutes an infringe-

ment. Ives V. Hamilton, 92 U. S. 426, 430, 23 L.

Ed. 494, 495. And even where, in view of the

state of the art, the invention must be restricted

to the form shown and described by the patentee

and cannot be extended to embrace a new form

which is a substantial departure therefrom, it is
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nevertheless infringed by a device in which there

is no substantial departure from the description

in the patent, but a mere colorable departure

therefrom. Compare Duff v. Sterling Pump Co.,

107 U. S. 636, 639, 27 L. Ed. 517, 518, 2 Sup. Ct.

Rep. 487."

It is our contention that the same situation or con-

dition is present in the ''Spot-welded Ambassador

Bank" device which is now before this Court in this

case as was present in the ''Ambassador Bank" device

case of Bankers Utilities Co. v. Pacific National Bank,

reported in 32 Fed. (2d) page 105, wherein Mr. Jus-

tice Dietrich at page 107 said:

"The 'Ambassador,' we have no hesitancy in

finding, is an infringement. In form, appearance,

and functions it is identical with the plaintiffs'

receptacle. The case is complete in itself, and to

it is detachably applied an envelop cover with

metallic stiffening boards. The three elements are

located as in plaintiffs' device, cooperate in sub-

stantially the same mamier, and collectively fmic-

tion to accomplish substantially the same result.

In practice each device is provided with a gilt

piece applied in a manner to simulate gilt book

edges and secured by folding one rim thereof over

the turned-up edge and the other imder the bot-

tom of the receptable. This latter rim is made

wider in defendants' device, and thus in a sense

constitutes a partial subsidiary case side or bot-

tom. In both devices the book form cover is de-

tachably secured to the case by means of tongues

stamped from the stiffening boards, which in

plaintiffs' device are inserted through slots in the
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bottom and top sides of the ease, and clinclied
In defendants' device it is secured to the top side
not by inserting- the tongues through complete
slots, but by passing them through and clinching
them over grooves, or half-slots in the uptuiTied
edge of the lid, and to the bottom by clinching
them after passing them through slots in the sub-
sidiary side afforded by the extended edge of the
gilt piece. These differences are thought to be
nothing more than mechanical expedients i)v-
tended to conceal hut ineffective to destroy the
essential identity of the two devices, and the at-
tempted avoidance of the patent claim is colora^
hie only. The contention made hy defendants that
in their model the envelop cover is not dctnrhahlr
is wholly imtenaUe. True, plaintiffs' invention is
not primary, but their patent cannot be rendered
worthless by a mere evasion of the exact letter
thereof through slight and imimportant modifica-
tions of the essential elements."

We have had photographs taken of the Greer book
form savings bank (Appendix A), of the first ''Am-
bassador Bank" manufactured by Zell which was held
to infringe by this Court in 32 Fed. (2d) 105 (Ap-
pendix B), and also of the ' SSpot-welded Ambassador
Bank" now being manufactured by Zell and ruled to
be an infringement by the Master, which ruling was
reversed by \he District Court. (Appendix C.)

These photographs are for the purpose of bringing
before this Court an actual picture of the devices and
in the foregoing part of our brief we have used the
argument used by us before this Court in the ''Am-
bassador Bank" infringement case because it is all
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applicable to the "Spot-welded Ambassador" now be-

fore this Court.

By comparing appendices B and C, the top page, it

will be seen that Figures 1 and 11 are exactly alike,

the only difference being that they have cut a semi-

circle out of the pasteboard on Figure 11. The same

difference applies between Figures 2 and 12. Other-

wise, they are exactly identical.

Figures 3 and 13 are photographs of the metal case

itself and the only difference between these two cases

is that in Figure 3 (Appendix B) there are cut out

notches in the flanges of the lid while in Figure 13

there are no cut out notches in the flanges, but the

flanges of Figure 13 are solid and to these flanges the

tongues of the stiffening board are spot-welded. This

is the only difference in any way, shape, or form in

which the two devices are not exactly alike.

Figures 4 and 14 are exactly alike only in Figure 4

the tongues of the stiffening board are bent over on

the inside of the flanges of the lid while in Figure 14

the tongues are spot-wielded to the flanges of the lid.

Figures 5 and 15, and the miscellaneous parts, are

exactly the same. Therefore, it will be seen that the

metal case and the envelope covering with the gilt

edgeplate are the same in every particular as to form,

size, shape, function, and appearance, and when they

are combined together the result is a book form sav-

ings bank from which case the envelope cover can be

detached and a new envelope covering substituted.
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II.

THE ORDERS AND REFUSAL TO GRANT AN" INJUNCTION ARE
AGAINST THE MANIFEST WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE.

(a) Assignment of Error No. 9.

The only evidence oifered on behalf of defend-

ant/intervenors-appellees was to the effect that the

point where the spot-weld on the lid was fused could

not be detached and that the stiffening boards could

not be used again. (See testimony of Maurice M. Bol-

som, Tr. 44, Professor W. S. Morley, Tr. 44 and 45,

and Moitimer C. Lyddane, Tr. 45 and 46.) Not one of

their witnesses gave demonstration or testiiied as to

impossibility of recovering the ''case" with a new

envelope covering. This is the spirit of the invention

as Mr. Justice Dietrich states in 18 Fed. (2d) at

page 17

:

"The case is practically indestructible and may
be used indefinitely. The cover is less serviceable

* * * In either case it would be necessary only

to siihstitute a new cover/

^

Plaintiff's witnesses demonstrate to the satisfaction

of the Master by actual physical demonstration (Tr.

21 and 22) that the envelope covering could be re-

moved from the case of the Zell spot-welded bank, that

the case of the bank, complete in itself, was in con-

dition to be again recovered, and that the f^^se could

satisfactorily be recovered with a new envelojie cover-

ing. (See testimony of John H. Siebert at Tr. 47 and

48, also Paul D. Flehr, Tr. 48 and 49, Baldwin Yale,

Tr. 49 and 50.) Thus, we have the undisputed evidence

in the record that the spirit and letter of the inven-

tion is present and existent in the Zell spot-welded
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bank and there was no evidence introduced to the con-

trary and such evidence therefore is in the record un-

disputed. From the testimony in the record it does

not appear that spot-welding- of the stiffening board

to the bottom of the case is practical and we believe

that the exhibits introduced in evidence were specially

prepared for this purpose and that in the practical

manufacture of the ''Spot-welded Ambassador Book

Bank" by Zell that there were no spot-welds used in

the bottom of the bank. Their own expert witness,

Professor W. S. Morley (at Tr. 59) testified that no

fusion of the metal takes place until they reach a

centigrade heat of between 1500 or 2000 degrees, and

(at Tr. 57) he testified that you could not use a cop-

per goose-neck for fusion purposes because copper

melts at 1000 degrees centigrade. This confirmed the

testhnony of plaintiff's witness Mr. Siebert, who testi-

fied (at Tr. 61 and 62) that the goose-neck could not

be used more than 200 times and the mamier in which

defendants/intervenors-appellees testified that the

spot-welding was done by inserting the spot-welder

between the fabricoid cover and the case would, ac-

cording to all testimony, be impracticable. We there-

fore believe that in view of the kind of evidence

introduced that the orders, decrees and refusal to

grant an injunction were against the manifest weight

of the evidence.
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III.

THE ORDERS AND REFUSAL TO GRANT AN INJUNCTION ARE
CONTRARY TO LAW.

(a) Assigmnent of Error No. 10.

In view of the decision of this Court on March 28,

1927 in the case of Bankers Utilities Co. v. Pacific

National Bank, 18 Fed. (2d) 16, which laid down the

rule of law that:

^'The novelty contended for consists in so com-
bining these elements that an envelope cover

sijnulating the binding of a book and complete in

itself may be readily applied to and without in-

jury detached from a complete case."

And, further, in view of the holding of this Court

on April 15, 1929, in the case of Bankers Utilities Co.

V. Pacific Natioiml Bank, 32 Fed. (2d) 105, wherein

Mr. Justice Dietrich held the "Ambassador'' book

form savings bank is an infringement because in fonn,

appearance, and fimctions it is identical with the

plaintiff's receptacle and the changes made in that

device were no more than mechanical ex]iedients and

amounted to only a colorable evasion, and fui-thei*, in

view of the fact that Zell has not changed any element

or eliminated any element, or added an element and

each and every part of the device is exactly the same,

we believe that the order overruling the Master's re-

port and refusing to grant an injunction is contrary

to law.
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CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, it is submitted that the order of the

lower Court (Tr. 41) should be reversed; that the

motion for a preliminary injimction (Tr. 33 and 35)

should be granted, that the Master's report (Tr. 15-

26) should be affirmed, and finally, that this Court

should enter a decree in favor of the plaintiff's hold-

ing that the '^ Spot-welded Ambassador Bank" is an

infringement and order an accomiting for profits and

damages against defendants/intervenors-appellees.

Dated, San Francisco,

September 28, 1931.

Respectfully submitted,

Roy Daily,

Hugh K. McKevitt,

Attorneys for Appellants.

(Appendices A, B and C FoUow.)
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